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Pedoc Power Solutions



Powering the Outdoors

As the utilization of outdoor space continues to change, the need for convenient power also evolves. To meet the increasing demand for power in outdoor spaces, Pedoc offers a wide range of models, amperage ratings, heights, configurations, and finishes.


Pedoc Power Solutions is the leading manufacturer of durable landscape power pedestals, designed to safeguard electrical wiring and conduit. Crafted with unmatched quality and a variety of pedestal styles, you can be confident that you will have a dependable and safe power supply that complements your landscape design.







Power Pedestals for Any Outdoor Project

	
Durable: Welded stainless steel construction that is built to last



	Safe: Rigorously tested to ensure wiring, electrical components, and devices are protected

	
Versatile: Array of styles, configurations, and finishes to blend into any outdoor landscape



	
Confidence: Strict quality control measures in place to ensure product reliability and maximum performance



	
Availability: Stock and Quick Ship options!



	
Customer Service: 100% USA based sales and support team




Made in the USA | cULus Listed | NEMA 3R Suitable for Wet Locations 


Request a Quote!
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Power Distribution Solutions for Outdoor Applications





Direct Bury

In-ground wire protection suitable for everyday personal devices to higher amperage applications.


Learn More >>
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Surface Mount

Solid welded construction for rigidity and impact resistance. Bolts easily to outdoor surfaces. 


Learn More >>
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Featuring the Flush Mount Hinge Top


Unobtrusive design allows for flush mount to outdoor structures and will blend into any landscape. Internal mounting hardware and tamperproof cover allows for full device access. Welded stainless steel cover prevents ingress of water from outdoor elements. Solid construction saves on costly repair and replacement maintenance.


	Tamper and weatherproof cover prevents ingress of water.

	Completely welded stainless steel construction.

	Low profile hinge top cover that allows full device access.

	Removable 1- and 2-gang device mounting plate options.

	Available in 12”, 18”, 24”, 30” heights.

	Brushed stainless finish or outdoor rated powder coat options.
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Aesthetics
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Preferred by designers as a visually appealing solution that blends into any outdoor area. Pedocs ensure safe power without detracting from the scenery. Unsightly wiring is concealed and protected, keeping the overall landscape aesthetics in tact.




Versatility
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Several designs and amperage ratings allow for use across a broad range of applications, such as maintenance and lawn and equipment, holiday and decorative lighting, block heaters, food trucks, personal devices, electric vehicles, and more.




Safety & Durability
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Created to safeguard electrical components, even in challenging outdoor environments, Pedoc offers a dependable and safe means to distribute power to any location. Featuring a welded stainless steel construction to provide long-lasing durability.
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Made in the USA | cULus Listed | NEMA 3R Suitable for Wet Locations | ADA Compliant







							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					Pedoc Power Solutions

600 W. Carboy Rd., Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

Ph: 888.518.0330 Fx: 847.439.0553

Email: info@pedocpower.com
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